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where T is the boundary of X>. We introduce the notation n ci\ u\ 2 + c 2 J2
,-r t(-\U\\D,I = I Z)(-Jdx.
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The elliptic operator A has the form
where the aij -aij(x, t) are C 1 functions of x and t. A function v{x, t) denned in R is said to satisfy Conditions B if v = 0 on T X /, (1-4) " ,, lim HPL.I = ° for ever y <* > 0.
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The operator L is said to satisfy Conditions C if 
(t~*). dt
We say that Conditions C' are satisfied. If we assume that the solution of (1.1) decays more rapidly than stated in Conditions B then the hypotheses on the coefficients of L
